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The study of thrust and speed transients are becoming necessary in
the design of gas turbine control systems. This investigation was begun
to attempt to correlate experimental transient data with thc-.t obtained
by analytical means.
Thrust and speed transients for a step fuel function were obtained
by the operation of an XJ-JS WE-4 turbo-jet engine. Two analytical
methods of correlation are presented, the NAOA method developed b/ Ctto
and Taylor and the method developed by Lt, Yates. The NAOA method was
satisfactory for small increasing fuel steps, and the Yatea method was
satisfactory for both large positive and negative fuel steps. Although
both methods were initially devised for a step fuel function, it seems
probable thrt the second method could be used with high accuracy for any
known fuel function.
The investigation was conducted by the authors at the Gas Turbine
Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., from
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An Inveati^ation cf the Thru'^t ftnd
Speed Tran dente in an Axial yiow
Turbo-Jet Engine
INTRCDUJTICN
The purpose of this inve«tigation v^as to deterajine analytically and
to correlate by experimental testa, the transient phenomena encountered
in an axial flow turbo-jet.
Some previous work has been done in this field using a somewhat
similar arproaoh (Ref, 1). However, the engine considered utilized a
centrifugal flow compressor, which produced a flat ccmpreasor character-
istic curve. It was believed that the method might be extended to axial
flow compressor types, if the turbine nozzles were choked throughout the
range of transient operation and where the acceleration was not so *^reat
ae to drive the compre3sor through the surge line.
It was believed that such an Investigation might lead to a method
of analytically expressing the transient behaviour of axial flow turbo-
jets from the component characteristics. Thus speed control device de-
8lg;n might parallel the design of a particular engine and thereby reduce
the "cut and try" practice to a minimum.
Two methods of analytically obtaining the transient operation were
used. The first method required no exact knowledge of the component
part chsrscteristics, but utilized estimated performance data available
In ^'ef. 2.
The second method employed the uoe of the compressor characteristics
obtained from ?ef. 4 and 5i ^^nd the geometry of the turbine. Slightly
different results were obtained.
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The experimental data was obtained from operation of a ftestinghouee
:-'J-52 '/E-4 turbo- Jet engine.
This investigation was conducted by Lt. E. F. Yates, Lt. li, C. Outler,
and Lt. {, S. Ainsworth, United States Navy, under the supervision of
Professor E. S. Taylor. The experimental work was performed in the Oas
Turbine Laboratory et the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Maeeachuaetts.
The general assistance, ccoperation, and advice of the following are
gratefully acknowledged:
FrofesBor tt , 3. Taylor
Dr. Y. T. Li
Mr, Rudolph Light
Mr. Ferdinand Lust^erk
Mr. J. ?, Hands
Mr. Dalton 3augh ^
iVr. Resile yesniankine
U. S. Naval Air Station, Squantum, Mass.




The experimental data wae obtained by operation of a rvestinghouse
XJ-52 WE-A turbo-jet engine. Neoessar/ mountinga, acoesaoriea, and equip-
ment were installed to meaaure transient engine areed, transient thrust,
and all of the static equilibrium variables necessary for cycle computa-
tions and verification of manufacturer' a data. A complete description
of this installation and instrumentation ia contained in Appendices 3
and C
Preliminary tests were made to determine the accuracy of the manu-
facturer's data and the validity of results of the testing equipment.
After consistency was eatablished beti^een the published data and test-
ing acparatus, only transient data were recorded and the assumption was
made that the equilibrium operation data did not vary,
A Highland lightbeam recording galvanometer was used for recording
all transient data.
The turbo-jet was operated for approxim?;tely ten minutes at equil-
ibrium before any data were obtained in order to insure a continuous
non-varying fuel supply. Control was then taken away from the usual
governor fuel control and the rpm was adjusted at 22,CXX}. All equil-
ibrium data were then checked. A fuel step was then added to the normal
fuel flow by meana of a Hoke valve inserted in the ayatem (Appendix B).
«hen the engine had stabilized at the higher rpm (after the fuel step
was manually added), equilibrium data were then cigain checked. The
galvanometer was started and the step fuel solenoid closed. Equilibrium
was again obtained, the galvanometer was stopped. This operation gave a
negative fuel step. In like manner, the solenoid valve was opened and
a positive fuel step obtained. At the same instant of solenoid operation,
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an indicator light in the galvanometer recorded the time (t=0) of the fuel
step addition.
Pour atepB both positive and negative wore recorded; the atepe were
approximately:
1, 22,000 to 24,000 rpm
2. 22,000 to 26,000 rpm
5. 22,000 to 26,000 rpm
4. 22,000 to ^0,000 rpm
5. 50,000 to 22,000 rpm
6. 28,000 to 22,000 rpm
7. 26,000 to 22,000 rpm
6. 24,000 to 22,000 rpm

5.
A^iALYSIS AND DE7EL0PMENT C^ THEORY
In a control ayate-B the rate at which the control paroiceter should
be varied is dependent upon the rate at which the dependent variable re-
sponds to changes in the independent variable. The most simrle and direct
aoethod of controlling the thrust of a turbc-jet with fixed exhaust nozzle
is by controlling the fuel flow, which in turn controls the engine speed,
establishing the mass flow and thereby setting the thrust.
During equilibrium operation, the engine is operating at states (1),
(2), (5), (A), and {'^) . When the fuel function is added, these states
change to (1'), (2'), (5'), (4*), and (5'), respectively. The movement
from (2) to (2') is dictated by the engine chtracteristic matching curve
(Pig. 2). The movement from (^) to (^') is dictated by the enthalpy ad-
dition from the fuel. States (4*) and (5') ore then determined by the
engine geometry. The difference between the enthalpy drop between (1)
and (2'), and (5') and (4') determines the accelerating torque, Q,, The
difference between (4) and (5)» and (4') and (5') determin^e the increase
in thru3t per pound
.
In these analyses, the fuel flow was made the independent variable
and rpm the dependent variable for which the transient response was de-
aired. Two methods were developed; the first followed the general method
of Ref. 1, and the second was completely developed by Lt . E. P. Yates,
U.S.N.
Method A (K/.JA)
In the turbo-jet engine, operating at equilibrium at a fixed rpm, an
increase in fuel flow increases the fuel-air ratio, thereby increasing
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the turbine inlet temperature which reoulta in an increase in torque on
the turbine ahaft. If thie torque ia not absorbed by some external torque
on the shaft, the unit will accelerate according to the following
^ '
-^ (1)
The preceding equation can be written in differential formi
It follows that the differential equation can be solved if the
parameter Q can be expressed as a function of the dependent variable N
and the independent variable, fuel flow (Wf). Therefore it may be
written;
darjc T j^ (5)
If equilibrium has been established prior to imposing the fuel func-
tion, Qo (the excess tcrque) is zero by definition and the equation may
be written:
^=4^ ^iurr -t- dO. AN (A)
Eliminating Q from equations (A) "-nd (2) gives:

7-
Noting that dN/dt = d(N - No)/dt = d^)N/dt, equation (5) can be
written;
whioh is a linear differential equation in ^ N and t.
If (aQ/^Wf) and (c^Q/</n) are considered constant throughout the
transient state, and we designate these constants as "e" end "b" respect-
ively, the solution to the equation takes the form:
Por ary given engine, the moment of inertia is either known or
easily deteroiined from its component parts. It reirains, therefore, to
determine the constants "a" and "b", and for any given function in fuel
flow, the time response of the engine speed can be calculated.
The constants "a" and "b" could be determined by considering each
dynamic state during the transient as a quasi-static state with an ex-
cess torque supplied by the turbine for acceleration. This excess torque
oould be obtained from the matched characteristic curves for the turbine
and compressor or from experimental data obtained by absorbing the excess
torque (produced by increasing fuel flow) by means of a dynamometer
geared to the turbine shaft.
?or this investigation, the turbine and compressor characteristics
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for the ^oatinghouse XJ-52 .VE-4 wore not originally available, nor was
it practical to install a dynamometer rig for measurement of the quasi-
static excess torque.
Data were available, however, en values of thrust, fuel flow, and
rpm for various tail cone positions. The hypothesis was made that a
portion of the increase in thrust (obtained by varying the tail cone
position and increasing the fuel flow to maintain the rpm constant)
could have been absorbed as torque in the turbine shaft had the tail
cone Doaition been unchanged, and a larger pressure drop taken across
the turbine rather than in the exhaust nozzle.
It can be shewn that for static operation and exhaust nozzle ex-
pansion to ajrbient pressure, the ntatic thrust ia given by:
j^_ (u^ ^ ou^) I/,
9 '''
TherLiodynatsics shows thet the Btatio enthalpy drop in a nozzle ex-
panding from an infinite reservoir is:
^^- Wz^r ^r<^//A
Solving (8) for Ye and substituting into (9):
(9)
^''=M^^'\
and the total enthalpy drop is:

9.






It wae assumed that the ratio of the isentrcpic turbine wcrk to the
total enthalpy drop from (5') "to (5'ao) ^'^s the eexe under transient oon-
dltlona as under equilibrium conditions (Pig. A). The actual turbine ac-
celerating torque was then corrected for turbine efficiencies (Pig. 5) ^^d
the ratio between the turbine and nozzle efficiencies.
P was then eliminated between (10) and (11) and the resulting equa-




?or various values of N and tall cone position, the values of Q
were calculated assuming ^--^ •95'
The tall cone position for these experimental testa was set at 1.9
Inches out (corresponding to design position of operation at 200 'mph).
Thus, by assuming this position as the static equilibrium position
or position of zero accelerating torque, the difference between the torque
calculated for this tall cone position and that calculated for other tail
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oone positions at the same rpm is the torque available for accelerating
at that rpm for various incremental steps in fuel flow. The values of
accelerating torque vs. fuel flow rate were plotted in Fig. 5 with rpm
as a parameter. The slopes of these curves provide the constant "a"
for the differential equation for specific values of iVf
.
By crossplotting this curve with Wf as a parameter in Pig. 6, the
constant " b" was obtained as the slope of the constant l»ff lines.
Applying standard corrections to the rpm, fuel flow, and torque
terms, it can be shown that (7) can be written in a form that corrects




For simplicity in analysis and experimentation, a step fuel function
was chosen.
3y simple calculations of the maximum permissible fuel-ai^ ratio,
it was determined from a temperature consideration that the safe maximum
step fuel function allowable when operating et an initial rpm of 22,CX)0
was that which would cause an increase of 6,000 rpm. Equation (7) was,
therefore, plotted for various values of (N - Nq)/(N£. - N^) for steps of
approximately 2,000, A, 000, 6,000, and 8,000 rpm. These plots appear
on ?ig8. 7a, 8a, 9a, 10, 11a, 12a, IJ, and l4.
Method B (Yates) ;
This method was devised when the compressor, combustor, and turbine
characteristics were made available to the authors. The analysis was
based unon the turbine velocity triangle (fig. 15) and the engine char-
acteristic matching curve (Pig. 2).

11.
It was aaauBBed that the turbine operated as an axial Impulse turbine
with no7.zlea choked at ell rpm'a and further that the flow through the
turbine rotor was incompresaible.




aubatituting (15) end (17):
Aci--c;^^ c,^-- c,u.(^yuf^yu
(1?)
C/u = 2^^ (1/,)
^^= C,a{-^\ '15)




now dividing by u:
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To find effective mean radius, consider the equilibrium point:
end for axiel irLpulae stage turbine:
/^r ?J!^J^*- i^<^^^co' (54)
Cnc«f7=^2l^^^*9' _ /i>)^^^c^ (55)
Substituting the values of the veriablee in equation (55) ^or vari-
ous equilibriuE cperet.ing tr.jiite rcculted in an r^^g^ value of *.25
inches. Thin value was assumed constant over range of transient opera-
tion.
Then ty substituting this value of
^.^^^.^





where: uU/r- Fuel flow in excess of the fuel flow for equilibrium
operation at ary rpm.
For simplicity of analysis and experimentation, a step fuel function
was assumed, introduced et aero time. The value of ^^<^ was determined
for various rpm's by subtracting the furl flow at equilibrium operation
from the actual fuel flow introduced. The equilibrium values were obta'ined
from ng. 16.





where: ^ ^4^ rlba/hr.
The values of Tx for given rpm were also taken from Pig. 2. Prom
the equation:
dri- (58)
where: I = .226 lb in. seo^ (Ref. 2)
and substituting equation (56) into (58)
j^ l/ooo/L -n Jdt (59)
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The values of dt/dN were plotted vereua N, an example of which la
shown in Pig. 1?.
Then
(AO)
The integration indicated was performed graphically.
Various step fuel functions were assumed and the above calculaticne
performed. The resulting acceleration curves were plotted in Pigs. 7b,
8b, 9b, and 12b.
Thrust Transient Analysis
Basic analysis shows that for static operation, the thruat can be
determined by:
/^:z. CdC^ vty (neglecting the small value uff) (6)
and during transient operation, the thrust, ?" , will be:
^= ^'^^
(«i)
Thermodynamics gives the following:
















After solving for 7e' , the above gives;
Since the values of^l^/j and WJ were obtained aa a function of




Seventy-six runs were made with the described apparatus, but be-
cause of mechanical recording difficulties, data for only forty-four
were obtained. Since it was very difficult to o tain the exact desired
rptn step by means of the auxiliary fuel system solenoid step valve, a
number of the runs were eitJher slightly below or above the desired rpm
step. The runs of the same rpm step were reproducible as far as both
thrust and speed were concerned. The data plotted on semi -log paper
as nearly exact straight lines, indicating an exponential relationship
with time.
Eight of the best runs, that is, those that were the closest to the
desired rpm steps, were replottod from the oscillograph recording paper
onto i'igs. 7a through lA. The analytical transients of method A and B
were plotted on the "a" and "b"* curves of Pigs. 7^^ to l4 respectively.
Method At
Method A was essentially the same as that used in other investi-
gations and explained in detail in "^ef . 1. A slight variation in the
method of obtaining the parameter (o Q./o ti) was necessitated because
complete component characteristics were not available at the time the
analytical computations were made. The three assumptions made: (a) that
the ratio between the enthalpy drop across the no/.zle and the total en-
thalpy drop from the turbine inlet to nozzle outlet was constant at
any given rpm regardless of fuel flow, (b) that the nozzle efficiency
remained constant at 95^f and (c) that the coefficients of equation (^)
were constant, were substantiated by the results of Method B within
the accuracy of other computations.
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Previous investigationg, reported in ^ef. 1, have produced similar
results with the use of this method, in that good correlation between
analytical and experimental results were obtained for small positive step
fuel functions, with poor results for negative steps and large positive
steps. The authors of this report, however, dc not agree completely
with the authors of ^ef . 1 in their reasons for the poor correlation.
The assumption that the rotor losses are appreciably increased due to
the small reduction in angle of incidence accompanying a reduction in
the turbine inlet temperature is not believed substantiated by r resent
day tests. However, consideration of equation {^2) and the chiiraoteria-
tic curve from which the values for solution were obtained readily in-
dicate the reason for deviation from theoretical calculations. It can
be noted that the accelerating or decelerating torque is a inunction of
NfiOkT , C*^ , and ^ T5/T5. Having fixed ^ T5/T5, the parameters N,
d oJgk (® negative value), and CA^ , all vary in such a manner as to pro-
duce higher decelerating torques at high rpm than accderating torques
at low rpm. The magnitude of these effects are greatly affected by
the slopes of the constant rpm lines on the compressor map.
The explanation given in Ref . 1 for the slower response rate and
poor correlation for high step fuel functions places the cause on the
reduced combustion efficiency as approach to acceleration blowout 1b
made. Oombustion chamber experiments do not substantiate such reason-
ing to the extent necessary to cause a noticeable change in the time re-
sponse. Again referring to equation (^2) and the engine characteristic
matching curve, it can be shown that the ()6J^ term is a dominating
factor and increases as the magnitude and rate of the fuel function is
increased, thereby reducing the transient response below that calcu-
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lated by Method A.
Method B;
The results of Method B are considered to be excellent in that they
demonstrate analytically and quantitatively the various trends observed
in the data obtained. The apparently poor correlation at low step func-
tions in fuel flow are not an indication of a limitation on the use of
the method, but indicate the need of more accurate recording methods,
of expanded plots of the engine characteristic matching curve, and the
use of highly accurate calculations in order to eliminate the large per-
centage errors obtained in taking differences between large numbers.
The graphical method of integration produces larger errorsiin the cal-
culations of the small steps since fewer points on the dt/dl^ curve were
used.
Since the exact fuel function obtained w».» xioo aieaaured and since
it is unlikely that an exact step was obtained, it is probable that the
variation from the step is more Important for the small steps than for
the large steps. Consideration of this effect on the parameter ^ ^*^
will show that leas than an exact step in turbine inlet temperature may
increase the initial acceleration of the engine over that obtained by
an exact step.
Assuming a path on the engine characteristic curve, a fuel function
can be calculated which would give nearly exact correlation between
thrust and rpm. It is a matter of conjecture whether this function would
be the exact function obtained in practice or a summation of this function
and all the errors made in the recording and calculation. A highly accurate




It la concluded thati
a) The aaeumpticn of constant coefficienta in the engine control
differential equation used in Method A aeema reasonable for amall fuel
atepa but not as accurate for large fuel ateps.
b) The method B explained herein appears to give good result* for
any fuel function and is restricted only by the accuracy of component
part characteriatica and accuracy of calculation.
c) Given any fuel flow as a function of time, the transient be-




The mounting and installation of the turbo-jet wao adequate and
should suffice for many other investigations. The governor control and
manual control give completely flexible operation. The direct reading
instruments required to operate the turbo-jet were dependable and ac-
curate. The thrust and rpm transient measurements worked well for this
study. The thrust measurement system picked up and recorded a sine-
wave oscillation. This oscillation could have been the natural fre-
quencies of the retaining system or it could have been some regular varia-
tion of thrust during the transient run. It is recommended that the re-
taining system be altered tc eliminate possible interference with the
thrust transient.
For any more detailed investigations further instrumentation is de-
sirable. Since this investigation was in the field of transients, most
recommendations deal with continuous, rapid, recording. For instance,
it would be advantageous if oir mass flow and fuel flow could be recorded
continuously. An orifice coupled with a strain gage pressure measuring
device as described in lef. 6 would undoubtedly be edfciuate. A recording
rotameter would also sviffice for recording fuel flow provided the lag
were not appreciable. Continuous recording of pressures and temperatures
would also be desirable.
The light beam recording galvanometer used for this investigation
was difficult to use since the paper strip had to be developed each time
to check results. Further, the paper driving mechanism slipped several
times and many runs were lost whereas the malfunction would have been
immediately evident on another type galvanometer. Also, a wider strip
than the four inches used is recommended for increased accuracy.
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The turbo-jet used for this study was typical of moat axial flow
enginea and should therefore be adequate for enumerable investigations.
In control and transient phenomena, the step fuel input is the most
simple possible function and is almost never attained or used in prac-
tice. The introduction of fuel inputs typical of control mechanisms
and the correlation cf analytical and actual data would be an extremely
practical investigation.
In the field of control, the tendency appears tc be toward electronic
control mechanisms. A collaboration between electronic and turbine thesis
students should offer interesting design possibilities.
Studies could be conducted on the effect of the introduction of
water and other liquids into the compressor inlet. The effect of fuel
additives such as powdered metal could also be investigated.
Inasmuch as the XJ-52 v/E-4 {9*'?*) is essentially a one-half scale
model of the J-JO-WE (19.0*) turbo-jet and since considerable data is
available on the J-50-WE-4 engine, similarity studies similar to those
done on internal combustion engines could be conducted.
It is believed that further thought and study would lead to sn easy
method of determining the solution to the equations of Method 3 and the
results presented in a readily usable manner. The results of such a
study should be of great value to control designers and engineers.
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The following symbols have t'cer used throughout this recort:
2
Ai compressor inlet area - 55 iJ^*
QIP compressor inlet pressure - lb/in.
OOP compressor outlet pressure - lb/in.
CIT compreaaor inlet temperature - °R
COT compressor outlet tsiaperature - °R
DPDT double pole double throw switch
DPST double throw single throw switch
f final stete
g gravitational constant - 52.2 ft/sec
J Joules' constant - 776 ft lbs/ btu
k ratio of specific heats (l.A for compre33or)(l .55 ii^ turbine)
X mass moment of inertia of rotating psrts (.226 in. lb sec )
N engine speed rpm
o subscript refers to initial state
P power
p
p pressure - lb/in.
p
p^ ambient pressure - lb/in.
Q accelerating torque - Ib-ft
ra effective mean radius

26,
8 eubecript refers to isentropic path
SPDT single pole double throw switch
SFST single pole single throw awitch
TIP turbine inlet pressure - lb/in.
TCP turbine outlet pressure - lb/in.
TIT turbine inlot tetr.pe rature - °R
TCT turbine outlet temperature - °R
t time - seocndg
Ve effective exhauet velocity - ft/sec
w,L air flow - Ib/seo
Wf fuel flow - In units indicated
W(. compreosor work - btu/lb
Wj^ noTzle work - btu/lb
Wq acceleration work - btu/lb
^t turbine work - btu/lb
^ angular acceleration - radians/sec
C difference between equilibrium and transient valvie at any
^ rpm (also indicates p/lA.7)










ambient density - 1 b/ft^
CO angular velocity - rad/seo






Engine (complete apeoificatlonB oontained in Ref . 2)
The jet engine u^ed for this investigation wae an AjJ-^2 HE-h (9.5
inch) vVeetinghouee gas turbine jet. It was an axial flow type with a
six-stage compreascr giving a nominal pressure ratio of three-tc-one.
The combu'tion ch-iiuLer was an annular type and ccmbuaticn once started
was aelf-auetaining. The turbiiie was a single-stage turbine directly
coupled tc the ccmpresacr rotor. The accessory group was driven by a
spline-d ahaft frca the front end of the compressor rotor shaft at a
speed reduction of 1:1C. The accessories consisted of a lubricating oil
pump, fuel puc'o, tachomrter generator, and a flyweight fuel governor.
The mllitsry ratine^ of the engine was 26c lbs. thrust at f)h,000 rpm
with a fuel flow of A20 Ibs/hr and a naaa flow of 6.5 Ibs/aec The ap-
proximate dry weight of the engine was I50 lbs.
Mounting and Qradle (Figs. 16 and 19)
The turbine was mounted as specified in :^ef. 2. The main thrunt
absorbing mounting was that provided In the packing esse which supports
the engine rvt the compressor cutlet section. A rear mounting which did
not take thrust was connected tc the rear .liounting lug for longitudinal
stability. The mounting wag rigidly fastened tc an angle iron frame sus-
pended from the overhead by means of steel cablets. The purpcce of the
cable suspension was to provide a near frictionless mounting for transient
thrust measu.-eaent
. In order tc eliminate the poasibility of the turbine
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weight introducing comoonenta which would affect the thruat meeaurcmentB,
the cablea were hung vertically with reapect to the forward and aft
motion of the turbine. To prevent lateral oscilletiona, diagonal cables
were rigged between the two front cablea and alao between the two rear
cablea. Porward motion of the turbine and mount waa restricted by the
strain gauge .thruat meaauring device. An initial tenaion was placed
upon the strain guage
.
Fuel System (Pig. 20)
The fuel system as installed on the turbine consisted of a positive
displacement fuel pump, a pressure relief valve aet at 275 P*lg» ^ fuel
solenoid shutoff valve, a fuel regulating flyweight governor, and the
nozzle manifold ring.
Exterior to the turbine the fuel system oonaisted of a 1,000 gallon
gasoline tank, an electrically driven positive displacement pump, a
pressure relief valve, and a bank of rotameters for measuring fuel flow.
In addition, an avixiliary fuel metering system was installed for
two reasons: first, to get a more flexible control than that provided
by the governor, and second, to obtain e step fuel function as required
for the type analyaia undertaken. The auxiliary fuel metering system
ran from the pressure relief discharge side to the fuel nozzle manifold.
The auxiliary systeir. consisted of two pcrallel aystems: the priitary
metering aide and the atep function metering side. The primary metering
side contained a n<^edle type metering valve which replaced the fuel
governoring "ystem. The atep function metering aide contained a sclenoid
valve which working in conjunction with the primery metering side of the
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auxiliary system provided a step fuel funotion.
The teat operating procedure wa« as followsj
1) with the auxiliary syetem out off, the turbine was started on
the main fuel system (governor controlled system),
2) with the step function side of the auxiliary fuel syatem out
off the primary side of the auxiliary system gradually took control of
the fuel flow until the main system was cut out by shutting the main
fuel solenoid valve,
5) by opening the solenoid on the step function side of the auxili-
ary system the step fuel funotion was introduced, the magnitude of the
step having been determined by the setting of the fuel step metering
valve,
A) when step (5) was commenced with the step function side of the
auxiliary system open, a negative fuel step funotion was obtained by
closing the step function solenoid valve.
Electr ical System (Fi gs, 21 and 22)
The electrical system was energized by means of a 2h volt aircraft
battery tapped at the middle for a 12 vclt servo motor supply. Two
heavy wire conductors w(?re led from the plus and minus battery terminals
tc the center of a DPDT switch. A voltmeter was connected to one side
of this switch for checking battery voltage. The other side was led to
two bus bars (
-h red and - black).
The 12 volt battery positive tap was led directly to the center of
a 5PST aervo motor switch. Three momentary switches controlled the
servo motor as it positioned the governor.
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The air and fuel valve eolenoida were controlled by means of SPDT
momentary awitchee. Two ignition coils were energized by means of a
3F3T momentary switch.
In addition to the usual electrical control eystom, a SPDT momentary
switch was connected to a fuel solenoid valve on the auxiliary step fuel
system. An SPDT switch controlled an electrical signal to the recording
galvanometer to indicete the instant of operating the step fuel solenoid.
The bearing thermocouples were led directly to their respective In-
dloators. However, the TCT and OCT were led to a six-channel rotary
selector switch which was so arranged that the TOT cculd be read directly
on an indicator connected to the TOT banana plugs on the panel or read
on a potentiometer connected tc the "potentiometer" receptacles. By
means of a 3PDT switch ("TOT") the TCT could be switched tc either the
potentiometer or the indicator (in this case a calibrated millivolt meter)
The OCT could also be measured directly en this same potentiometer by
merely switching the rotary selector switch from 1 to 2
,
The electrical system of the control panel was connected tc the
turbine test stand terminals by means of a JO conductor "T and T" shielded
cable with the conductor markings as indicated in Fig. 21.
Charging 3ystem (Fig. 2 1)
The battery charging system was energized by a II5 volt D.O. supply
led to the control panel to a large fused DFST switch. The voltage to
the battery terminals was controlled by a 6oJLvariable resistor in series
with the power supply and battery. ?or charging, it was necessary to
close the DP5T knife switch. However
,
to prevent any injury to the servo
motor and any delicate| i nst ruments
,
it was deemed advisable tc disconnect
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the 12 vol t battery tap , open all power Bwltohes and throw the main bat -
tery awltoh tc the voltmeter poaition before charging
Ducting and Sell -Mouth Inlet (Pigs. 18 and 19)
Ducting was installed to discharge the turbine exhauat tc the muffler
of the teat cell. The ducting was 15 inches in diameter, 16 gauge, gal-
vanized sheet metal pipe. In order to maintain easy acceas tc the test
cell it was necessary tc make one section of the ducting readily removable
>
In addition, to prevent separation at the entrance to the oompreasor,
which would reduce the mass flow and thereby cauoe dangerous overheating,
it was necessary to install a bell-mouth intake on the compressor section.
^i re Extinguishing System (Pigs. 16 and 22)
For emergency U3e and to insure complete extinguishing of c mbustion,
a carbon dioxide system was installed. The syetei consisted of a OO2
bottle end valve, a hoae connection, and a pipe nozzle pointing into the
compreDsor inlet. The bottle was inverted sc thfat liquid OCp was forced





Thrust Measureme nt (Pig;. 2^)
Conventional methodB of thruat measurements, involving the uoc of
springs hydraulic piston and dash pot, or sinil&r devices, were not
suitable for the measurement of v^-rying thrust loads due tc their in-
herent time constants, hunting, and awkward recording inatrumentB.
For this investigation, a modification of the sensitive element of
a high performance pressure indicator of the strain gauge type was used.
This gauge was designed by Dr. Jf. T. Li and Dr. 0. 3. Draper and reported
in Ref. 5.
The advantages of thia type gauge over the ordinary strain gauge
were: (a) higher sensitivity, (b) less sensitivity to ordinary varia-
tions in tecperature, (c) higher factcr of safety, and (d) more linear
ch^ racteriaticB
.
The sensitive element consisted of a hollow, steel tube wound cir-
cumferential ly and longitudinally with high resistance oupron wire,
2^U ohms per foot, diameter .0011 inches. Each end of the tube was
tapped to receive a 5/8 inch bolt. The bolts were drilled and silver
soldered onto 1/8 inch cable which was connected oetween the engine
mounting frame and a stationary stand ad as tc absorb the entire thrust
of the engine. tVhen a tension load was applied to the tube the longi-
tudinal winding incressed in electrical resistance; at the same time the
circuraferentially wound coil experienced a reduction in resistance due
to compressive strain. These two winding* formed two arms of a balanced
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bridge and the additive effect of the changes in reeiatance in each pro-
duced an output signal proportionel to the applied thrust.
Because the windings were intimetely bound to the etrain generating
tube, they cloaely followed temperature changes in the tube and received
aimilar resistance changes due to a change in temperature of the tube
and wire. As a result no potential change occurred at the output termi-
nal because of tempereture effect. In addition to this, the stress/strain
ratio held a constant value, despite temperature changes, because of the
ooaipenBatory effect between the chenge in modulus of elasticity and the
change in Poiason's ratio of the strain tube. An asbestos plete shielded
the strain gauge from the high exhaust temperatures.
The signal output of the gauge was amplified by an SR-4 strain
gauge meter and recorded on photographic tape by the trace frco a light
beam galvanometer.
Engine Speed Measurement (Fig. 2A)
The tachometer generator supniled with the engine was a three-phase
generator, and its signal outuut was not found readily usable with the
type of recorder available for this investigation due to non-constant
vcltage-speed ratio. This soeed indicator system wag used, however, for
operational purposes and calibration of the speed recording system.
The latter system consisted of a direct current generator, with
linear characteristics, the shaft of which was splined to the accessory
section drive sheft.
The signal output from this generator was led th ough the galvanometer




gelvancaeter Sena ivity Contrcl Syate rr (^ig»
.^
4)
A Highlpnd light beam recordint^ galvanometer was used In this in-
vestigation for recording transient deta. It produced records en light
aenaltlve paper, four inches wida, which aicved perpendicularly tc th©
direction of travel of the light beau: at the rate of three inches per
second.
The maximum throw of the light bear: source without overloading the
galvanotneter wag the equivalent of ^2 inches cr eight times the width
of the recording band. In this investijation it was necessary tc record
amall changes in rpm as low as from 22,000 to 2A,000. If the full width
of the paper were used to record this change, a sensitivity factor of
two inches per 1,000 rpm would have been required. Hcvvever. this cauoed
the full throw of the light beam source tc corresnond to 48 inches,
which exceeded the llrcits of the inatruments . Tc eliminate this re-
atriction on aenaivlty, a A5 volt battery and a potentiometer were in-
troduced into the circuit to oppose the voltage of the tachometer and
thereby move the null point to an rpm corresponding to the tachometer
voltage of A5 volts. The potentiometer was used to reduce the battery
voltage cp'oaing the tachometer so thst a null cculd be maintained ns
required
.
The galvanometer sensivity control contained two voltage dividers
which controlled the ratio of galvanometer input voltage tc voltage out-
put of the sensing elements: the strain gauge and tachometer generator.
By varying this voliRge ratio, the sensivity of the golvpncmeter cculd
be varied st will, net tc exceed the above-mentioned limits.
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Suitable capicitcrs ware in3tRll<f>d across the teohcmetor and thrust
gaug5 input to daacr out the undesireble high frequency disturbances in
the system.
Pressure !!ee aurementw
Though no upe wae mtde cf the pressure data except as a check on
the engine operation and as a crcaacheck to insure consistency between
the manufacturer's data (uaed for analytical calculation) end the actual
results obtained, total pressure tubes and gauges *iere installed for
tneasurezent cf tctc 1 head et the compreBSor outlet, turbine inlet, and
turbine outlet. The gauges were nountfd on the control panel outside
the te<3t cell
.
The dynaraic head ot the compressor inlet was oo:.ained b/ oreBSure
differeatial between teat cell ambient and compreaaor inlet static pres-
sures measured by "U" tube with fluid specific gravity of .6A6. The
"U"* tube was .T3ounted on the control board outside the teat cell.




"Hiel flow was measured by means cf ""ischer-Porter 3TA3ILVI3 rota-
meters. In s-ite of claims of 1/2 per cent accuracy (Ref. 7), the rota-
meters we-e calibrated throughout their entire range by using gaaolino
and a balance scale. The method cf celiTration was standard? a stop
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watch was started when the weight of the fuel caused the balance to tip,
a delta weight was pieced on the balance, and the watch was stopped when
the balance tinped a second time. While the error in the upper and lower
ranges was determined to exceed 1/2 per cent, the overall accuracy was
sufficient for the investigation.
Three rotameters were used to cover the entire range. The two low
scale rotameters were calibrated directly in pounds per hour and the
high scale rotameter was calibrated in gallons per hour. All instruments
were call orated for aviation grade gasoline with a specific gravity of
.69 to .7^.
Temperature Measurement
Temperature was measured by means of five thermocouples:
1. No. 1 Main Bearing
2. No. 2 Main Bearing
5. No. 5 Main Bearing
A. Oompreasor Outlet Temperature
5. Turbine Cutlet Temperature.
The bearing thermocouples were connected directly to three aircraft cy-
linder head temperature gauges. These gauges and thermocouples were
calibrated at 100°0. It is to be noted th&t at room temperature these
gauges did not read alike since the lead-in wires were not those speci-
fied by the manufacturer. However, at the operating teoiperatures, the
readings were correct.
The OCT and TCT thermocouples were connected individually to two
junctions immersed in a thermos bottle filled with ice weter. These
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leads were connected directly tc a mlllivoltmeter and also to two female
banana plug outlets through a aix-channel rotary switch. The OCT was
also led to this rotary switch. 3y connecting a millivolt reading po-
tentiometer to the banana plug outlets, an accurate COT or TCT could be
measured on the potentiometer scale defending upon the channel selector






The operation of the XJ-;52 Woatinghcuee turbo-jet aa installed in
the Gfts Turbine Laboratory at the Kaaaachuaetts Institute of Technology
is heriBwith listed atep by step for the different modes cf operation.
It is important that these procedures be followed exactly in order to
prevent excessive temperatures and consequent turbine blade failure.
(1) Starting Oheok-Cff List (Pre-Start)
1. Open lubricating valve.
2. Oheck battery voltage by moving switch to "volts".
5. Close main fuel solenoid valve.
4. Close atep fuel valves.
5. Close air adenoid valve.
6. Cpen main air valve under test cell.
7. Check readiness of hand fire extinguishers and asbestos gloves.
8. Cpen CC2 supply momentarily to check supply.
9. Close manual fuel valve.
10. Check 12 volt supply for availability.




2. Servo 12 volts "on".
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5. Depress "C" Bwitch and visually check movement of control arm
to center position.
4. Switch fuel booster pump "on".
5. Open manual fuel valve.
6. Check fuel booster pressure (12 psig).
7. Switch air solenoid valve to "open", tfatch rpm for
indication.
8. Cpen main fuel sclenoid valve at A, 000 rpm.
9. Ignition switch "on" immediately.
10. Acceleration should be immediate and stabilize at 18,000 rpm.
11. Olose air solenoid valve.
12. Check TCT gauge (about 1100°? ^ 100°?-). If temperature
is too high, Immediately close fuel solenoid valve and
investigate possible causes.
(?) Speed Contr ol Operation (Governor)
1. Operation of the "O" switch will cause the turbine to
accelerate or decelerate to about 16,000 rpm.
2. Operation of the "m" switch will cause acceleration
to maximum rpm.
5. Cpcration of "idle" switch will cause deceleration
to 12,000 rpm.
(A) Speed Control Transfer Procedure




2. Open main valve on auxiliary metering ayetem panel.
5. Open primary metering valve gradually, maintaining
20,000 rpm by depressing the idle switch.
4. When the control arm reaches the full idle position,
cut out the governor system by closing the main fuel
Bolenoid valve. (This should cause a drop in rpm
which can be picked up with the metering valve as
before.
)
5. With the main fuel solenoid valve closed, the governor is
out out and the control is solely the primary metering
valve. Therefore, the TOT and rpm must be watched very
carefully to avoid unsafe conditions.
6« Adjust primary metering valve very slowly to obtain
desired rpm.
(^) Transient Operation
1. After taking over control with the auxiliary speed
control system, open the step fuel solenoid valve.
2. Slowly open the step fuel metering valve until the
rpm is that desired for the final equilibrium speed.
5. Oloae the step fuel solenoid valve (this will be
the negative fuel step).
k. When equilibrium is reached, open the step fuel
function solenoid valve (this is the positive fuel step).
To obtain the exact rpm change desired, it may be neces-
sary to make several trials and errors before the precise
step hag been obtained.

Al
(6) stopping (fr om ^ove rnor control }
_
1* Decrease to idle*
2. Close main fuel aolenoid valve.
5. Check for fire in exhaust nozzle when rpm 0.
If there is a fire, open CO2 valve until fire is
extinguished (approximately 5 tc 5 seconds).
(7) Stopping (from manual contr ol
1. Close the prim-iry valve slowly to approxim tely
15,000 rpm.
2. Oloce manual valve of the auxiliary system and
close the primary metering valve.
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